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CHAPTER DIRECTORS
JOE & JACKIE WOODMANSEE
Where do we begin? June 12-14 was the Buckeye Rally in Xenia and
we had a great time. The weather was fantastic, the event was awesome
and the lake at our front door Saturday morning was an added bonus.
Apparently, Jerry McAvoy and I set our Toy Haulers right over Lake
Xenia. An underground pipe had broken and water was flooding the
ground around our trailers. Being the campers that we are, we survived
the wetness and actually had no problem moving out on Sunday.
Frank and Alice Snyder and Charlie and Phyllis Barnett led us on a
ride to Wilmington for a lunch that usually is only found in Texas. I'm sure a picture of the hamburger we ate
will show up somewhere in the newsletter.
A week after the Buckeye Rally Chapter B hosted the North Central Section Picnic at Marshall Park in
Ontario. By our count there were 77 people there from the NC Section and the District. We had a great time.
Wayne and Deb Wolf, you guys are fantastic and we love you.
Yesterday, Saturday June 28 was the Richland County Relay for Life event for which there were 12 members
from Chapter B. The weather eventually cooperated and tickets were sold. We did not sell as many as in
previous years but every bit helps. Thank you to everyone there for a job well done.
July 20 is our next gathering and our $5.00 picnic ride after the gathering. We have a lot of fun doing
this so let’s all plan to attend. Also, at our July gathering we will sell tickets for the Progressive Dinner
Ride taking place August 9, 2014. The cost again this year is $7.50 per person and $15.00 per couple. This
too is a popular event and we have a lot of fun. Please plan to join us and purchase you tickets. I know this is
a big surprise to everyone by Jackie and I are celebrating 40 years on July 12. For our anniversary we are
heading south to Panama City Beach and will be out of the state from July 5 thru July 13. Have a wonderful
and safe July 4 weekend and be safe in all your adventures.
Joe and Jackie
Chapter B Directors
"B" Part of the Journey

ASS’T CHAPTER DIRECTORS
Randy & Linda Porter
Hello Fellow “B” Members:
Wow, half of 2014 has almost come to an end. Have you found enough
to do? Well, we certainly have. We had a great time at the Ohio
Buckeye Rally with chapter members and friends. Lots to do and lots to
see. Next year, we will have to get our act together and go on Thursday,
as we missed a lot of activity and performances on Friday – like guys trying on bras, etc. But, for the time
we were there, it was relaxing and fun. In fact, I got a farmers tan watching Ted compete in Top Gun. And,
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it was the first time in three years, or was it four years, that we didn't pack up in the rain on Sunday morning.
That was delightful.
By the time you read this we will have been Wing Ding in Wisconsin. I think the weather is suppose to
cooperate and all should have a good trip. So, if you aren't going, pray for the safety of those traveling to and
from. It should be a great time – we plan also to go see the Ten Chimneys and The House on the Rock, plus
we have tickets for the Mallards Baseball game. Then, when we leave there, we are heading to La Crosse to
meet up with Randy's brother and wife. Should be a fun, filled week.
Well, I had dinner last night with my granddaughter. It was different as she drove over to our house and
picked me up. Why, I thought she was just a baby a few years ago. Where in the world did the time go? A
baby one day and planning for college the next. Don't blink; you might miss the kids growing up.
Time to get my suitcase packed and see if the lights on the trailer are hooked up to the trike correctly. See
you all when we return.
Ride safely....Enjoy the time and have fun.
Linda and Randy – ACD's
ASS’T CHAPTER DIRECTORS
Randy & Linda Porter
TEN, TEN, TEN
While doing research for this month's article, I found a couple of 10's
that I would like to share with you:
10 things all car and truck drivers should know about motorcyles:
1
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Over half of all fatal motorcycle crashes involve another vehicle. Most of the time, the motorist, not
the motorcyclist, is at fault. There are a lot more cars and trucks than motorcycles on the road, and
some drivers don't “recognize” a motorcycle – they ignore it (usually unintentionally).
Because of its small size, a motorcycle can be easily hidden in a car's blind spots (door/roof pillars) or
masked by objects or backgrounds outside a car (bushes, fences, bridges, etc.). Take an extra moment
to look for motorcycles, whether you're changing lanes or turning at intersections.
Because of its small size, a motorcycle may look farther away than it is. It may also be difficult to
judge a motorcycle's speed. When checking traffic, to turn at an intersection or into (or out of) a
driveway, predict a motorcycle is closer than it looks.
Motorcyclists often slow by downshifting or merely rolling off the throttle, thus not activating the
brake light. Allow more following distance; say 3 or 4 seconds, at intersections, predict a
motorcyclist may slow down without visual warning.
Motorcyclists often adjust position within a lane to be seen more easily and to minimize the effects of
road debris, passing vehicles, and wind. Understand that motorcyclists adjust lane position for a
purpose, not to be reckless or show off or to allow you to share the lane with them.
Turn signals on a motorcycle usually are not self-canceling, thus some riders (especially beginners)
sometimes forget to turn them off after a turn or lane change. Make sure a motorcycle's signal is for
real.
Maneuverability is one of a motorcycle's better characteristics, especially at slower speeds and with
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good road conditions, but don't expect a motorcyclist to always be able to dodge out of the way.
Stopping distance for motorcycles is nearly the same as for cars, but slippery pavement makes
stopping quickly difficult. Allow more following distance behind a motorcycle because you can't
always stop “on a dime.”
When a motorcycle is in motion, see more than the motorcycle – see the person under the helmet,
it could be your friend, neighbor, or relative.
If a driver crashes into a motorcyclist, bicyclist, or pedestrian and causes serious injury, the driver
would likely never forgive himself/herself.

Quick tips from Motorcycle Safety Foundation and 10 reasons why motorists don't see motorcyclists approaching:
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Camouflage: failure to pop out from backgrounds
Looming below threshold of detection
Threat seen but not identified as important
Expectation/ rarity of encounter
Estimate speed less than actual
Negligence: did not look
Hidden: obstruction by foreground object
Physiology: bad eyesight, restricted movement
Memory recall: pop-out not retained
Chemical Impairment: drink or drugs

With all the above factors working singularly or in concert to hamper a motorist's ability to detect an
approaching motorcycle, hadn't you better wear a helmet and all the gear every time you ride?
On that note – ride safely whether on the cycle or in the car – stay alert and stay alive......
Motorist Awareness & Story Teller, Randy and Linda
NEWSLETTER EDITORS
JIM & CAROL CULLER
Buckeye Rally on June 13th and 14th in Xenia was well attended by
Chapter B Members. The campers were present with tents, camper
trailers and several luxurious “Toy Haulers”. It’s even rumored that
“someone may need a bigger truck”. Think that could happen, Jackie?
Chapter B helped with the bike show safety check and classification as
they have for years. It’s always an enjoyable time where we get to see all
our friends at the Rally. Chapter B also had a fantastic turnout for the Bike Show. Jerry Eldridge and
Steve Main were even in the light show. Jerry received 2nd place in his light classification and Steve got
1st place in his class in the light show. Congratulations to you both. Due to some changes in the Ohio Bike
Show Classification, Jerry McAvoy got 1st place with his bike and Al and Cathy got 2nd place (in the same
class) with their bike and trailer. Our bike got 1st place in the 1800 classification; Ron Norris got 2nd in the
same class. Jerry Eldridge got 1st place in his class; Steve Main got 1st place, in his class, with his Bike
and trailer. And, CONGRATULATIONS TO STEVE MAIN FOR GETTING ‘BEST OF SHOW”!!
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SENIOR CHAPTER EDUCATORS
TED & JOYCE STRUTZ
You didn’t see The Law heading the other
direction at light speed until it was too late. But
The Law has seen you. A tap of the brakes, a
quick trip across the median and he’s on the way
to have a nice little roadside chat with you.
Wonderful.

103960

You know you’re going to have a conversation, and you probably
already know exactly why you’re going to have it. So the burning
question is: Can you do anything to get out of a ticket? Are there any surefire ways to get let off with a
warning instead of a piece of paper?
No. At least nothing that will absolutely, positively work every time. But there are tactics you should use in
every encounter with police or the highway patrol to aid your chances.
Be calm. Acknowledge the fact that you’re being pulled over with a wave if you’re being followed and by
nodding should the officer come up beside you. Smooth, easy movements; just let him know that you know
your next destination is the side of the road. On that note, pick a safe spot where the bike won’t get mired in
sand and where he has sufficient room to park the cruiser. If you’ve been tagged by a motor officer, provide
him room and a reasonable surface to stop his bike.
The next minute is critical. Stop the bike, turn off the ignition, set the bike on the side stand and slowly get
off the bike. Stand on the side of the bike away from the road and open your helmet visor. Keep your hands
in view. What you’re doing is assuring the officer that you’re not going to run, or produce a weapon from
your jacket or luggage and cause him physical harm. Your sole goal at this point is to put the officer at ease.
Cook utilizes respectful behavior, proper gear and a fair share of gray hair to talk an officer down from a
citation. The Hayabusa didn’t help the situation.
Cook utilizes respectful behavior, proper gear and a fair share of gray hair to talk an of
Don’t talk. The officer will begin the conversation, usually asking for license and registration,
though sometimes you may be asked to remove your helmet before you get to that stage.
Again, do it slowly. Before going for the license, tell him where it is before you reach for it.
“Yes, sir. It’s in my wallet, back pocket.” After handing over your license, let him know where
the registration and insurance paperwork is. Produce it with a minimum of fuss; a big portion
of getting through the next few minutes, with the benefit of the doubt, is to have all your
paperwork in order. If you’re riding on an expired license or registration, don’t have a
motorcycle endorsement, or can’t find your insurance paperwork (for states with compulsory insurance),
you’re most of the way to getting some kind of ticket, if only because you seem to say, “I don’t care about
the law.”
“Yes, sir” and “No, sir” like crazy. Confrontational behavior will only be met with more of the same. Do not
admit to any speed. Sometimes, that “how fast do you think you were going?” question is a fishing
expedition. Don’t bite. Worst of all is flat-out lying. If you’ve been doing 80 mph, don’t try to say you were
going 60. Traffic officers pride themselves on being able to judge speed at a glance, and the best ones can
guess within 2-3 mph of actual. You are not going to win that argument.
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Show remorse. Unless the officer has retreated to his heated/air-conditioned car to write the ticket, stand
there and apologize for your stupidity. If he says you were going 80, the best thing you can say is, “Geez,
that seems kinda dumb, huh?” Answer his questions in a forthright way, succinctly. Then stop talking. A
pause in the conversation as he stands there with your license in hand, looking over you and your motorcycle
means he is probably thinking about letting you off. Don’t change his mind by saying something dumb. No
doughnut jokes, ever.
This is human nature in action. If you seem reasonable and sincere, and don’t act like the kind of fool who
would serially run triple digits in a school zone, you stand a decent chance of getting a warning. Proper,
complete gear, a bike that’s not the latest 190-horsepwer beast and a bit of gray hair are also helpful. And if
you do get a ticket, hold your argument for court. No whining to the cop
Ride smart...Ride safe
Ted & Joyce
JUNE REPORT
Meeting Attendance
Other Seminar Activity
Seminar by Newsletter
Seminar at Meeting

62
0
125
62

Level I

37
13
6
3

Level III
Level IV

MEMBERSHIP ENHANCEMENT
DEBBE STEINHILBER
It's hard to believe it is July already. Where has time gone? Want
something to do when you are not on the bike on those rainy days, be
sure to check out the e-newsletter published every month by the home
office in Phoenix. It has lots of interesting articles each month
including one written by a former Chapter B member, Gene
Hanselman. Other interesting reading is the Ohio District newsletter,
the Region D newsletter and the local Chapter newsletters.
Did you know Chapter Y of Mt. Vernon is joining the North Central Section? Two of their members, Dave
and Sally Slonaker, have been named Assistant District Directors to replace Wayne & Deb Wolf. Wayne &
Deb have done a great job but we know Dave & Sally will do a great job, too.
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SUNSHINE LADY
PHYLLIS KERR
This summer is sure flying by: So far, it has been a safe riding season for all
our riders. There was an update sent out on Tom Hartzler (Tom and Sandy
had hosted the dessert portion of the “Progressive Dinner” year before last at
Apple Valley); Tom has been battling cancer for some time and has been
enjoying some great traveling. On the way home from Canada, Tom became ill
and was taken to North Bay, Ontario, hospital where he was stabilized and
released to go home. While in the hospital, they ran several scans and determined he had more
tumors in his brain and that his cancer was back in his lung. Since the additional tumors was found in
his brain, they started radiation on his brain first; he will be taking treatments once per day for 3
weeks then if all his blood work is stable he will start chemo treatments. Please keep Tom Hartzler
and his family in your prayers and thoughts. Send cards to: Tom Hartzler, 876 Geensview Drive,
Wooster, Ohio 44691.
It is proven over and over again that we should all cherish our family and friends each day and give
our blessings every day to all those we love. Ride Safe; we will see you soon.

Phyllis
COUPLE OF THE YEAR 2014 – DAN & PHYLLIS
KERR
Friends for Fun, Safety and Knowledge, the motto of GWRRA:
This month is about safety, GWRRA promotes safety through our
motorist awareness program. Our Motto..."Share the Road!"
Our Mission..."To Facilitate a Reduction in Motorcycle
Crashes with Other Motor Vehicles."
GWRRA offers rider education through the use of safety courses.
GWRRA Rider Education has traditionally encouraged members to obtain and maintain certifications in
First Aid and CPR (Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation). These basic skills are easily learned, but may make the
difference between life and death in the critical minutes before professional help can arrive. There are a
number of fine providers of this type of training available, including familiar names such as the American
Red Cross and the American Heart Association.
GWRRA is a recognized corporate provider of the MEDIC FIRST AID international® program. As such,
our certified instructor members are able to provide this high quality program to other members at a very
affordable cost. In addition to First Aid and CPR, many of the Regions are proud to have recently added an
AED (Automated External Defibrillator) training option to the available courses.
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GWRRA promotes safety while riding by experiencing the No Zone on semi-trucks at GWRRA events. If
you have a chance to see a No-Zone demonstration, don’t pass it up. It shows you what semi-truck drivers
cannot see from their mirrors and windows.
We practice safety through other riders with use of the CB radio and hand signals. Warning of dangerous
situations while riding together.
GWRRA has advanced rider courses and the top gun challenge that will keep your skills honed. GWRRA
promotes keeping up with the latest new protection gear; how to keep cool or warm in temperature extremes,
which helps to prevent fatigue and slower reaction times.
The team riding manual from GWRRA shows hand signals, proper CB etiquette, how a team member is to
ride safely in the group. In addition to information regarding road surfaces, hazards, pit stops, etc., the C.B.
provides effective group coordination between the teams, and communications between all Road Captains.
The following was taken from Texas Chapter H group riding guidelines: As everyone is aware, the GWRRA
motto is “Friends for Fun, Safety, and Knowledge.” This booklet was developed to help promote all three
aspects of the GWRRA motto. The biggest problem motorcyclist’s face on the roadway is the lack of
visibility. That is, being seen by other motorist. For as large as a Gold Wing is, other motorists anticipate
seeing two headlights and the image of a car or truck. By riding in a group, we present a more eye-catching
appearance to other motorist. They see several headlights and several objects (motorcycles) moving back and
forth. This attracts a motorist’s eye. Therefore, riding in groups improves our safety on the road.
Numerous seminars are given at different GWRRA functions throughout the state and US
To enhance the safety of the members riding in the group, we have established group riding guidelines. It is
very important that we know and follow the same guideline when riding in a group so that we do not become
a hazard to ourselves.
Group riding is fun. It should be a pleasant experience. Please take a few moments to read these guidelines
and remember it is everyone’s responsibility to abide by these guidelines and enhance the safety of the entire
group. (Texas H guidelines) http://www.gwrra-txh.net/education/group_riding.pdf
Something I never heard of before joining GWRRA was T-CLOCK, this is a mnemonic developed by the
Motorcycle Safety Foundation for assisting you in doing a comprehensive pre-ride, which is something
GWRRA strongly endorses T-CLOCK means’ — Tires & Wheels; C — Controls ; L — Lights ;O— Oil;
C — Chassis; K — Kickstand.
Have a safe ride, CU on the road.

Dan & Phyllis

DINNER RIDE COORDINATORS
Al & CATHY NIGHSWANDER
Mom said, “I am too busy with VBS to write an article for the
newsletter.”
Dad replied, “Well, I have to mow the lawn and fix the
doorknob.”
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Then they both looked at me. I tried pleading with my big, brown, sad eyes. I even pouted in bed for a while
but it did no good. I got the job of writing this. So it is short and sweet…like me.
Wednesday, July 9, the dinner ride is to Spencer, Ohio. We will be eating at the Spencer Restaurant. The
address is 107 E. Main St., Spencer, Ohio. When you order, think about what you will be saving for the
doggie bag.
Thursday, July 24, the dinner ride is to the Iron Pony Saloon in Lakeville, Ohio. I haven’t heard of Iron Pony
but I do know about Rin Tin Tin. Iron… tin GET IT?! Lol (Sorry, dog humor.)
Well, it was pretty ruff writing this with 2 clumsy paws, so I am stopping. I would say, “See you soon” but
my stupid collar buzzes and stings if I try to leave so I cannot join you.
Remember to love and care for your pet. Thanks, Paris (the ornery one)

Ride Coordinator
Susan Kennedy

Happy summer! Summer is my favorite time of the year I love all the flowers blooming and the warmer
temperatures. I would like to thank all who attended the Relay for Life at Mehock Field. Tickets for the
50/50 were sold as we usually do and my Mom and Daddy were the winners! (They are so lucky)

Chapter B has two great trips planned.
The Labor Day weekend ride (Sat. Aug. 30 & Sun. Aug. 31) will be a ride to Frankenmuth, Michigan.
Rooms have been reserved at America’s Best Value in Birch Run, MI. the phone number to reserve is 989624-4440 at a cost of $153.85 for both nights which includes tax. You have until August 16th to claim a
room. This hotel has a 24 hour cancellation policy and provides a continental breakfast. At my last count I
had 10 couples signed up for this ride. Meeting time and place will be forthcoming.
The Leaf Ride weekend (Sat. Oct. 11 & Sun. Oct. 12) is to Presque Isle near Erie, PA.
I am
overwhelmed by the response to this ride as the first 15 rooms have already been taken at the Glass house
Inn! I have secured 15 rooms at the Clarion Hotel (which is close to the first hotel). The phone number to
reserve a room is 814-833-1116 at a cost of $84.99 which DOES NOT includes tax. You have until
September 11th to claim a room. This hotel has a 24 hour cancellation policy and provides a continental
breakfast. This hotel has a boardroom they are will to allow us to use if we want to play cards later in the
evening.
Now the bad news: the Victorian Princess does not sail on Saturday Oct 11th so here is Plan B:
The Station Dinner Theatre in Erie, PA (the longest running dinner theatre in the U.S.A.)
34th Annual
"A Canterbury Feast"
The One, The Only, The ORIGINAL Medieval-Style Musical Comedy!
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The meal consists of Soup, a whole stuffed chicken, bread, desert and drink for $31.00 each (senior) and we
eat with our hands. The price decreases the more we have in our group (example: 30 in group cost is then
$28.00 each) this is for the meal and the show!!!
Group reservations MUST be reserved by one person and paid in one payment. Later Add-ons are not
guaranteed to be together. No REFUNDS. So, if you are interested in this opportunity, please contact me at
419-512-4523 or slkennedyoh@yahoo.com or mail your check to Susan Kennedy 4781 State Route 309
Galion, OH 44833. I will be at the next meeting and will take your payment then, however, I must know now
if you plan to attend this feast to make the necessary reservations so we can all be together.
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JULY 2014 SUNDAY

MONDAY

CHAPTER “B” ACTIVITIES SCHEDULE

TUES
1
A: Lon & Katie
Leapley

WED.

10

11
Bd: Jerry
Eldridge

12
A: Joe & Jackie
Woodmansee

17

18
Bd:
Colvin

24
6pm-Iron Pony
Saloon – meet at
Richland Mall
5 pm
Bd: Judy Border
Bd: Buck Howard
31

8

13
Bd:
Eastman

14
Bd: Don
Moreland

15

20
9am Chapter B
Meeting & $5
picnic Ride

21
Bd: Phyllis
Kerr

22

23

27

28
A: Mike &
Cheryl Finley

29

30
Bd: Faye
Mosely

Anniv:
Bd
Bd
Anniv:
Bd
Anniv.
Bd
Bd
Bd
Anniv.
Bd
Bd
Bd
Bd
Anniv.
Anniv.
Anniv.
Bd

5

9
6pm Spencer
Restaurant,
Spencer , Ohio
A: Ron & Linda
Likely
16
Bd: Della
Stockdale
A: Rich & Julie
Affolter
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A: Dale & Jackie
Crowl

FRIDAY
4
Bd: Julie
Affolter

3

6
Bd: Don Jones

Amos

THURS

2

1…..Ron & Katie Leapley, 6939 Wood St., Crestline, Ohio 44827
4….Julie Affolter, 4681 Zenobia Road, Wakeman, Ohio 44885
6….Don Jones, 3345 George Hawk Rd, Shelby, Ohio 44875
9…Ron & Linda Likely, 323 Leatherman Rd, Wadsworth, Ohio 44281
11…Jerry Eldridge, 98 N. Gamble St., Shelby, Ohio 44875
12…Joe & Jackie Woodmansee, 619 E. Main St., Crestline, Ohio 44827
13…Amos Eastman,
14…Don Moreland, 7050 St. Rt. 229, Marengo, Ohio 43334
16…Della Stockdale, 8919 Co. Rd. 30, Galion, Ohio 44833
16…Rich & Julie Affolter, 4681 Zenobia Road, Wakeman, Ohio 44885
19…Roy Ferguson, 2431 Pole Lane Rd, Marion, Ohio 44866
20…Phyllis Kerr, 1136 St. Rt. 89, Ashland, Ohio 44805
24…Judy Border136 Orchard Park Rd, Lexington, Ohio 44904
24…Buck Howard, 2016 Willowood Dr.N, Ontario, Ohio 44906
25…Al & Cathy Nighswander, 7239 Hammond Rd., Tiro, Ohio 44887
27…Dale & Jackie Crowl, 1795 Yorktown Drive, Mansfield, Ohio 44906
28…Mike & Cheryl Finley, 605 St. Rt. 314 North, Mansfield, Ohio 44903
30…Faye Mosley, 313 S. Myrtle, Willard, Ohio 44890
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Mick

25
A: Al & Cathy
Nighswander

SAT.

19
Bd: Roy Ferguson

26

Open daily: 10:30 A.M. -9:00 P.M
(Feb.-Apr. & Sept.-Oct.)
10:30 A.M. - 10:00 P.M. (May-Aug.)
17 Church St. Shelby, Ohio

419-342-3201
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NORTH CENTRAL SECTION CHAPTERS
CHAPTER B: 3rd Sunday, 9:00A.M. Buffet Breakfast Gathering to follow. Liederkrantz 1001 Silver Lane Mansfield,
CD Joe & Jackie Woodmansee Ph. 419-683-3403 Email joecwood@hotmail.com
CHAPTER C3: 1st Saturday C-3 9AM Breakfast 9 AM Gathering Kartels Kitchen, 4741 Pearl Rd. (SR 42 S.)
Strongsville, Oh.
CD James (Dave) & Barb Hicks Ph. 216-509-4836 Email littldogs1@sbcglobal.net.
CHAPTER I: 2nd Saturday 5 PM Dinner 6 PM Gathering 2nd Saturday Ryans Family Steakhouse 3743 Burbank Rd,
Wooster, Oh. CD Bob & Becky Benjamin Ph. 330-276-5900 Email amishtrike@aol.com
CHAPTER P: Last Sunday, 8AM Breakfast 9AM Gathering, Panera Bread Restaurant Medina, Oh.
CD Ron Marcinko 330-416-1460 blk93wing@aol.com
Chapter V: 4th Saturday, 5:30 PM Supper 6PM – Beuhlers Restaurant , Ashland, Ohio
CD – Dennis & Cathy Carpenter 419-929-8385 firewing54@yahoo.com
CHAPTER W :2nd Sunday, 6PM Dinner, 7PM Gathering, . Burtch Insurance, 500 East Center St., Marion,
Ohio 6pm. 2nd Sun. of the month.
Pending CD – Bill & Sandra Spires 740-341-4240 wspires1@roadrunner.com

Chapter Directors
Joe & Jackie Woodmansee
619 E. Main Street
Crestline, Ohio 44827

MEETING: SUNDAY, JULY 20TH , 2014
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